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Alexander Bopp is ready to battle Stermont's biggest monster yet -- the P-Rex!

This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line called Branches, which is aimed at newly
independent readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every
page, these books will boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help readers grow!

In this fifth book, Alexander stumbles into a VERY large footprint. And his friend Rip keeps finding candy
in the street. What kind of monster leaves HUGE footprints behind? And where is all the candy coming
from? Alexander, Rip, and Nikki must find out fast--before it's too late! This book is filled with humor,
suspense, and zany black-and-white illustrations throughout!
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From Reader Review Whack of the P-Rex for online ebook

Daniel says

I was so good with the end of the book I mean for kids they loved this book so much like ya

M. says

Nice transition book for kids coming into chapter books. Not quite a graphic novel, but not a picture book,
either. Lots of pictures, diagrams, and drawings which add to the content. Funny but with monsters which
will keep a lot of young boys happy. 2nd grade reader.

Becky B says

Something is leaving a trail of destruction, giant footprints...and candy? Alexander and the other members of
the SSMP must figure out what the newest creature is before it destroys the town.

This may be my favorite monster that Alexander and friends have come up against. I just love Troy
Cummings creativity and his ability to create not-scary-at-all monsters that can still provide a thrill for lower
grade readers. Recommended for reluctant readers, lower grade fantasy/scifi fans, dino lovers, and of course,
kids with a sweet tooth.

Notes on content: No language issues or sexual content. Some destruction of property but all the people are
fine after their encounter with this monster.

Amanda says

This book is probably my favorite book in the series thus far. My 6 year old son would have loved to have
read this book in one sitting but it was too close to bedtime the first night when we started reading it. I
already have books #6 and #7 sitting on the shelf ready to go because they are a big hit and my son wants to
keep gobbling them up one after another. This book was a little bit of a mystery to find out what kind of a
monster was making the tracks and leaving behind candy. It's pretty clever when you find out what kind of
monster had left behind these clues. When Alexander, Rip, and Nikki destroy this monster they are in for a
big surprise. I thought the ending was clever. I highly recommend this book for boys (probably 1st-3rd
grade). Although it could be read to younger readers too because there is a lot of picture support.

Sharie says

I'm glad to see that you can pick up a book in the middle of the series.



The Brothers says

Dexter (8yo) read. "What are these big footprints doing here? And there's candy in them! Discover what the
P-Rex's weakness is."

Killian says

I liked this one because it had a lot of candy in it.

Barbara says

Alexander Bopp and his friends, Rip and Nikki, solve the mystery of the enormous candy-filled footprints
near their school. The three members of the Super Secret Monster Patrol are fearless and clever even when
dealing with their principal or ant farms. Young readers will enjoy this title, the fifth in the series, and chortle
at the ide of a Candy-saurus defeated by the smallest of insects. My favorite parts of the book are the
notebook sketches of the monsters they encounter as they get closer to the one causing problems at their
school. Although it helps to have read the earlier titles, readers can quickly figure out what's going on and
identify the characteristics of each of the youngsters and the adults featured in the book. With all that
monster-chasing, it's hard to see how the youngsters have time for school.

Brandi says

This series is so cute. I'm glad my son & I got into it before he no longer needs my help with reading.

Gabriel V says

good,but short

Jeff Raymond says

I hadn't gone in reading any other Notebook of Doom books, but thinking about the early reader landscape,
it's nice to see a funny read that doesn't pander to the crowd while also providing that good bridge for readers
moving up to picture books. This one is pretty well done on a whole, with dinosaurs and the idea of pulling
together a bestiary of sorts, there's enough here for a broad range of readers.



Gina says

My son and I sat down and read this in one sitting! He loves these books so much! I hope the author writes a
little faster because we only have a few left in the series and my 7 year old will be bereft without another
one! These are great chapter books for boys because they are packed full of silliness and fun! They have
great illustrations that help readers understand the story and render the various monsters in very funny ways.
I love reading with my kids and this is the first book that my 7 year old willingly read straight through
because he was so involved in the story and IMO that says something about the author's style. My son and I
both rate this 5 stars for fun, humor, and mystery! (Aidan P. helped in the writing of this review.)

Sonia says

Not going to rate. Read only about 4 chapters with my student before we had to return it to the library.

Same basic formula as the other in this series. Something goes wrong on the way to school and they go
through their notebook until they find the monster causing trouble.

Kaytee says

i liked the book alot but was suprised me is that the p - rex was made out of paper and candy which was the
best my favorite part in this whole story is the pictures because i am not even that good to sketch the
monsters because i have no skill but this book was cool.

Brenda Kahn says

This fifth installment of The Notebook of Doom features the SSMP crew solving the latest monster attack -
one whose footprints are about the size of a swimming pool and who leaves piles of candy in its wake.
Quirky humor, fast pacing and energetic illustrations keep young readers engaged.


